
Polycount Challenge: 
Side-scroller ‘beat-em-up’

Are you a bad enough dude?
 

 

The Brief

For this challenge you will be creating an environment for a side-scroller beat-em-
up!

This will be a 3D environment created for today’s console, PC or arcade market. 
Since this is a challenge, you will not be creating an environment from pre-existing 
‘beat-em-up’ but rather you are responsible for designing and creating an original 
environment. That’s not to say, however, that your environment cannot be inspired 
by existing games.

Side-scrolling beat-em-up environments of the past were largely horizontal designs 
with little to no verticality in their design or layout. Because of this, your final im-
ages/presentation should be at least 3 times wider than it is taller. The longer your 
environment, the better!

Play from server Play from web

file:D:\Sander\Desktop\SideScroller%203D%20polycount\8BITS_hd720.flv
http://vimeo.com/15021852


The image below is to simply show an example of how you could present your en-
vironment. While you don’t need to fill an entire monitor, the gist is that your en-
vironment should be at least 3 times as long as it is wide. Try and represent the 
essence of a beat-em-up environment in your presentation.

 

The Challenge

What separates a challenge from a contest here at Polycount is that these are 
designed to specifically create new challenges for you. Whether you’re a profession-
al or an aspiring artist, we’re sure you’ll find a few things you can do to challenge 
yourself.

    * Horizontal design and presentation; reusing artwork to get the more  
 real-estate possible
    * Using an engine/editor. No renders from your 3D tool for this Challenge.
    * Games like Final Fight & Double Dragon had their settings in typical grungy  
 streets, sewers, and so on   – many settings which are ‘tired’ by to  
 day’s standards. Try and come up with more original designs for your 
 beat-em-up.
    * Creating art where the mid-ground is the primary focus, not the foreground or  
 background.
    * Choosing when it is necessary for high-poly art, if at all.
    * Choosing a visual style that you haven’t worked with before.
    * Full research in to construction, visual style and design.
    * Working and collaborating with one other artist, if you choose to do so.
    * Health & weapon pick-ups were crucial beat-em-ups and were generally 
 collectedly in the environment itself. Turkey dinners found under garbage   
 cans…

 



Inspiration/Game Examples

    * Double Dragon
    * Final Fight
    * Battletoads
    * Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
    * NARC
    * Castle Crashers

The Rules

    * This is a videogame art challenge, both 3D & 2D together (modeling, texturing,  
 lighting, effects, post)
    * Your work must be created in a real-time environment/engine, such as the   
 UDK, Sandbox, Source, and so on.
    * No renders from your 3D tool.
    * Create an environment for a 3D side-scroller ‘beat-em-up’ for todays console,  
 PC and arcade market.
    * Do not create a side-scroller platform environment (like Mario 64, 
 Mario Galaxy, Banjo Kazooie, Castlevania, etc.)
    * You may go under the limits of the specs listed below to fit the need of visual  
 style or execution. The specs below are simply the maximum you are  allowed.
    * No post-processing in Photoshop
    * HUD/UI elements may be applied to your final presentation in Photoshop
   
 



The Specs 

    * Maximum total triangle count: 175,000 triangles
    * Texture Space: 4096×2048 total for all material passes
          o E.g.: 4096×2048 for all Diffuse maps combined, 4096×2048 for all Normal  
  maps, and so on.
          o Skybox Texture: Unlimited
          o Lightmaps may be used, but are optional. There is no limit on these.
    * Post-processing is allowed so long as it is from within your engine of choice
          o If it can be done in todays games it can be done for your environment.  
  For example:
                + brightness/contrast, levels, hue/saturation
                + depth of field
                + bloom/HDR
                + motion blur
                + etc.
    * Using Photoshop for text/logos, borders and so on are fine. For this challenge,  
 do not touch-up your renders in Photoshop. 


